Pol 200: Analyzing Politics
Library Lab
Idea Mapping

- Visual representation of your research to date
  - Non-linear thinking
  - New approach to sources

- Explore contours of the conversation happening around your research topic
  - Explore topic & subtopics, see where the gaps are
  - Explore individual sources, identify who is saying what about the topic

- Organizational tool
  - What are the patterns in the conversation?
  - How would you convey this in writing?
Attitudes & Levels of Knowledge of Hepatitis B in Aboriginal Women.
Head & Neck Cancer

Social Marketing

- Project Plan
- Objectives
- Cancer Incidence
- Smoking
- Tobacco
- Yorkshire
- NIMRIS
- HYCCN
- Sex Link

- Incidence
- Prognosis
- Symptoms
- Risk Factors
- Social Marketing
Idea Mapping in Class

- Create idea map based on your RQ #3 topic
  - Use the template provided OR create your own, based on the models we looked at in class and/or a Google search on your own

- Sketch out the topic, subtopics & sources, including how the sources address your topic

- Identify any gaps you have in your research & note how you’ll continue your research – use the POL 200 library guide for suggestions on where/how to search.